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1., STATEMENT BY THE REPRESENTATIVE OF THE INTERNATIONAL COMMITTEE OF MILITARY
MEDICINE AND PHARMACY

Dr SUAREZ TORRES (International Committee of Military Medicine and Pharmacy),

speaking at the invitation of the Chairman, expressed his organization's satisfaction

at the text of resolution EB15.R23 (Official RecorOs, No. 60) on international, medical

law. In that connexion, he drew attention to the recommendation made by the Academy of

Medicine in Paris to the French Government on 25 January 1955. The Acadeny had urged

that, in time of war, the relief organization should be run by a sufficient number of

fully competent doctors from neutral and non -belligerent countries. It had also drawn

the Frereh Government's attention to resolution No. 2 adopted by the Geneva Diplomatic

Conference on 12 August 1949, approving the principle of the Monaco draft of 1934 for

the establishment of an international committee to take over permanently the functions

entrusted to the protecting powers.

It was of the utmost importance that WHO should give some hope to the people of

the world, who lived in fear of another world war, that war victims would suffer less

and that war would become less inhuman. There was a constant multiplication of legal

texts dealing with the problem of war victims, but in view of the tremendous development

of methods of mass destruction, it was important to co-ordinate all the points of view

and to fill in the gaps. His organization had been working to that end in recent years

and had attempted to codify possible solutions and to draft model agreements which would

include certain concrete points emerging from the study of the 1949 Geneva agreement.

Among these points he mentioned that there should be doctors and priests with the

prisoners of war and that they should be relieved from time to time; that health

services should receive protection during any war whether international or otherwise;

that an international organization should be set up to take the place of the protecting
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powers if the latter had not been appointed or if t }air services could not be used; and

that the non -belligerent staff looking after war victims should be identified. The

terms of resolution EB15.R23 led him to hope that, in the near future, WHO would codify

the agreements which were urgently needed for all mankind.

The CHAIRMAN thanked Dr Suarez Torres for his statement. The Dire: or- General had

been asked in resolution EB15.R23 to continue the study on international medical law

and to report to a subsequent session of the Board. The matter would therefore be

discussed at a later session when the Director -General's report was ready.

Dr MANTELLOS (Greece), speaking as observer for the World Medical Association,

associated himself with the statement made by Dr Suarez TorrLs. He had received a

document from the Director -General of the WMA at Geneva, containing certain specific

remarks on the subject, but as the matter was not to be discussed at the present

session, he would simply submit the document to the Director -General of WHO.

2. GENERAL PROGRAMME OF WORK COVERING A SPECIFIC PERIOD (Article 28(g)): Item 7.4
of the Agenda (Resolution EB7.R57 and Annex 10, Official Records No. 32;
Resolutions EB15.R24, EB15.78 and Annex 6) Official Records No. 60)

The. CHAIRMAN emphasized the importance of item 7.4 of the agenda. The Third

World Health Assembly had approved a general programme of work which had subsequently

been extended to include the year. 1956. ,He drew attention to the proposed second

general programme of work for the years 1957 - 1960 inclusive (Off191 cords No. 60,

Annex 6) which had been submitted by .the Executive Board in accordance with Article 28

of the Constitution.

Dr van Zile HYDE, representative of the Executive Board, introduced the proposed

second general programme of work which held a significant place, between the ultimate
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objectives of the Organization as set forth in the Constitution, and the annual

programmes. The general prcgramme under which the Organization had been operating for

the past five years appeared in Official Records No. 32, Annex 10. The principles of

the first general programme had been included in the proposed second pr.graume in a

form somewhat modified by experience and in rather broader terms.

He outlined the main points of the new general programme (Annex 6 to O ,ficial

Records No. 60). The principle that all countries should participate in the work and

should be eligible to receive assistancre was included once more, together with the

principle of full reciprocal co- operation on the part of all countries. With regard

to international functions, it was again stated that the functions selected should be

those only that were best carried out by international action. The general policy

regarding research would be continued, which meant that the Organization would promote

and co- ordinate research but would not actually conduct its own research. Assistance

to governments would be conducted along the same lines as in the past and would be

given only in response to a specific request. The aim was to foster self-reliance,

to plan the assistance so that it could be integrated with other technical, social and

economic developments in the country, and to make sure that it would be within the

capacity of the country concerned and of WHO to complete the action once it had been

started. There was also emphasis on the importance of inter - country programmes.

Chapter 3 of Annex 6, on the programme of work, referred to the steady and orderly

growth of health services and stated that WHO should encourage the general trend towards

integrated health programmes. The professional and technical education of national

health personnel should be adapted to local needs and, in countries where it was not

yet possible to provide full professional services for the whole population, WHO should

help in the training of auxiliary workers.
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The only new suggestion in the programme was that there might be a call for a

degree of decentralization of some of the functions at present carried out by the

Central Technical Services at Headquarters. The Board had not made any definite

suggestions as to how that might be done, but had simply felt that the idea should be

borne in mind. Naturally, the maintenance of central direction from Headquarters would

always be essential.

Chapter 4, on methods, gave increased importance to planning and to the development

of health as part of the integrated development of the community. The section on the

co- ordination and stimulation of any appropriate activities having a direct bearing on

health (4.2) represented an important step forward. It was now recognized that WHO

was not an isolated organization but that it had an important part of co- ordination

sud leadership to play amongst all the numerous organizations dealing with health

questions.

Considerable importance was attached to the evaluation of health work which must

accompany the development and strengthening of health services in all countries. In

the section on research (4.4) it was recognized that there might well be important

developments in the next few years and that the framework for WHO's activities must

be kept flexible.

In conclusion, he said that the new general programme created a broader framework

for WHO1s activities and laid greater emphasis on the Organization's functions of

co- ordination and leadership. More attention was paid to planning and evaluation and

to the integration of health services in the general economic and social development

of the community.
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Mr ENGEL (Sweden) noted that the general programme was intended to cover

intermediate objectives and suggested that, among such objectives, the Organization

might profitably include a study of the Variations in mortality statistics among

certain specific age groups of the population. There were apt to be variations due to

geographical, economic,social and other conditions in each age group and the population

should not be considered as a homogeneous whole.

Recently, some alarming observations had been made by a Swedish statistician, who

had discovered an excessive mortality rate of no less than 35 per cent. among medical

and dental practitioners in Sweden between the ages of 45 and 75. That excessive

mortality was not evident among women members of those professions and it was apparently

due to a higher frequency of cardiovascular diseases. He was. therefore glad to note

that those diseases had been selected for special study by the European Regional Office.

Further research into mortality statistics in Sweden had shown an excessive mortality

of about the same order among men in general in the age group 45 to 75 in the capital

city of Stockholm. In the medium sized Aties' the excessive mortality of that age

group showed a decline, and in small towns and rural areas it was not in evidence at all.

The excessive mortality among men in the age group 45 to 75 in the big cities of

industrialized countries was one of the most important health problems of modern times.

Countries which were not yet troubled by the problem would undoubtedly meet it in the

future owing to the irresistable advance of urbanization. He had no specific proposal

to make, but he thought it would be useful if WHO were to collect vital statistics

from certain selected Member States, paying regard to the mortality rates of the age

groups in question in urban and rural districts. That would pave the way for future

action.
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The CHAIRMAN said that the Swedish delegate had raised a very interesting

point which might be taken up later during the discussion on the programme and

budget estimates for 1956.

Professor JULIUS (Netherlands) said that the general programme contained many

sound ideas and showed a sense of reality. In connexion with section 2.3, sub-

paragraph (b),hc omphasi2edthe need for close contact between WHO and the local

authorities. That could be achieved either through governments or through the

international union of local authorities. In the European Region such contact

had already been established and it would be desirable to extend the practice to

other regions.

He also felt that there should be more connexion between the sections on

evaluation and on research (4.3 and 4.4). There were many factors involved in

research: medical knowledge, economics, politics, and psychology. If the work

of WHO were evaluated, certain weak spots would be found. He referred, for

example, to the research on smallpox which had concentrated on finding a stable

dry vaccine. That was very important, but in a way it was only secondary and

research was still urgently needed into the question of why universal protection

had not been achieved with the vaccine. There were many possible reasons, such

as the lack of staff or transport,,possibly religious objections to the vaccine

and lack of understanding in general. These would become more apparent with

evaluation and a solution might be found, He would therefore be glad to see a

more positive reference to WHO's research functions in section 4.4.
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The CHAIRMAN said that it was difficult to go into detailed questions during

the discussion.of the general programme. The Netherlands delegate had raised two

interesting points, but he felt that the first point concerning closer contact

with local authorities was already adequately covered in section 2.3 of the programme,

Dr BERNARD (France) emphasized the importance of the general programme, not

only as a guide for WHO itself, but also as a document for the information of all

those concerned in any way with public health throughout the world. The document

should therefore be examined very carefully, and he hoped it would eventually be

disseminated as widely as possible.

He had no criticisms of the substance of the document but he felt that some

changes in the order of presentation might introduce greater clarity. He therefore

proposed that section 4.1 should be transferred to chapter 2 since it dealt more

with principles and criteria than with methods of work. Section 4.5 would be

more appropriate in chapter 3 since the problems of antibiotics, insecticides and

radio- active isotopes were really part of the Organizationts programme of work and

should not come into the chapter on methods. Section 3.2 on education of health

personnel should, on the other hand, be placed in chapter 4 along with the section

on research, since education and research were the two basic requirements of health

activities. Finally, the rather isolated sub- paragraph (c) of section 2.2 should

be transferred to the section on research (4.4). Thus, if his proposal was

adopted, the Annex would be rearranged is follows:
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ohapter 1 - no change;

chapter 2 - sections 2.1, 2.2 (less sub -paragraph (b)), 2.3 and 4.1;

chapter 3 - sections 3.1, 3.3 and 4.5;

chapter 4 - sections 4.2, 4.3, 4.4 (plus sub -paragraph (c) of section
2.2) and 3.2

His aim in proposing those changes was simply to perfect what was already an excellent

document.

Dr BUORMAN (Federal Republic of Germany) said that his Government wholeheartedly

supported the WHO Constitution and had no criticism to make of the general programme

for the first years of the Organization's existence. At the outset, the system of

priorities had obviously been rather too rigid and difficult to'adapt to widely

differing needs. He hoped that the trial- and -error methods of the Organization's

early days were now a thing of the past. With regard to the proposed second general

programme of work, he heartily endorsed the third paragraph of section 3.3, which

referred to the "unique store of information and experience" accumulated by WHO and

stated that it should be disseminated as widely as possible.

He also agreed with the statement that many of the functions of the Organization

were not, and should not, be limited geographically by national or even regional

boundaries (sub -paragraph (a) of section 2.2). That principle had been duly observed

in the organization of expert committees, symposia, etc. There were several examples

of such activities in the European Region. He suggested that, in addition to regional

co- operation, it might be desirable to organize inter -regional symposia covering Europe

and the North - American Region on subjects of common interest.

Dr PIERRE -NOEL (Haiti) said that his delegation was fully satisfied with the

proposed general programme and he supported the changes in presentation suggested by

the French delegation.
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He drew attention to the statement in section 2.3 (a) that assistance should be

given to governments only in response to a specific request. On the other hand, the

last sentence of section 4.1 referred to W7 T- eeepeneelelity to help by making ' '

available to all countries its accumulated experience, He emphasized that WHO's role

did not stop with the preparation or even with the execution of plans: The Organization

should also stimulate action on the part of governments. That aspect of WHO's work was

not explicitly stated in the general programme, although it had been applied in the

past. He mentioned, for example, the various projects and studies on the eradication

of malaria where WHO had initiated and guided government action.

The CHAIRMAN noted that the delegate of Haiti had referred to the sections of the

programme dealing with assistance to governments and national long -term health planning.

He agreed that, even in those fields, WHO could initiate action, but it coulrl only do

so at the specific regi it of the government concerned. The broader role referred to

by the delegate of Haiti was exercised through expert committees, publications and other

activities of that nature.

Dr van Zile HYDE, representative of the Executive Board, said that he had

appreciated the discussion during which many interesting ideas had been advanced. The

Netherlands delegate's suggestion th.t there should be closer contact with local

authorities might, he felt, have certain constitutional implications. He referred in

particular to Article 3 of the Constitution and said it would require careful consiclrxa-

Lion before any proposal along the lines suggested by the Netherlands delegate could be

introduced into the general programme, which was to remain the framework for WHO's actin

for several years.

The delegate of Germany had referred `;o inter- regional co- operation, a point which

was covered in section 2.3 (f).
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With regard to the statement by the delegate of Haiti, he fully agreed with the

Chairman's reply and added that WHO's functions of co- ordination and leadership were

described in section 4.2.

He agreed that the French delegate's proposals would make the presentation more

orderly and he was prepared to accept them.

In reply to a question by the CHAIRMAN, Professor JULIUS (Netherlands) said that

he had not prepared any specific amendment to the text,

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL said that most of the French delegate's proposals would

improve the text, but he felt that section 4.1 should remain in its present place. The

Executive Board had considered national long -term health plarL.ing as the main method of

assistance to governments.' Consequently it would be better to keep the section in the

chapter on methods rather than to transfer it to the chapter on principles and criteria.

Dr HURTADO (Cuba) did not think that the French proposals were either desirable or

necessary. It would be difficult for the Committee to decide on them at a moment's

notice and he emphasized that the document had already been carefully prepared by the

Director- General and the Executive Board. As the French proposal did not involve any

change of substance, he suggested that the document should remain unchanged.

Dr BERNARD (France) was glad that the Director -General and the Chairman of the

Executive Board had been able to support his proposals. In the light of the explanation

given, he fully agreed with the Director -General's suggestion that section 4 ..1 should

remain in the chapter on methods, He reiterated that the changes in presentation he had .

proposed were intended to make the document more accessible to persons who were not so

well acquainted with the work of the Organization,

Decision: The French delegate's proposals to change the order of presentation
of the general programme of work (Annex 6 to Official Records No. 60), with the
amendment suggested by the Director- General, were adopted by 31 votes to 7, with
9 abstentions,
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The CHAIRMAN suggested that the Rapporteur should prepare a resolution along the.

lines of the one adopted on the same subject at the Fifth World Health Assembly

0411A5.25):

It was so agreed.

3. REVIEW OF WORK DURING 1954: ANNUAL REPORT OF THE DIRECTOR- GENERAL: Item 7.3 'If

the Agenda (official Records No. 59) (continued)

e qn,: The Committee unanimously adopted the draft resolution contained in

do nt,A8 /P&3 /18.

4. REVIEW AND APPROVAL OF THE REGULAR PROGRAMME AND BUDGET ^STIMATES. FOR 1956:
Item 7.5 of the Agenda (Official Records No. 58; Offieiaï Records No. 60,
Resolutions EB15.R34 and EB15,R77; Qicial Records. No. 61)

The CHAIRMAN suggested that the Committee should limit itself at present to a

general discussion of the proposed programme and budget estimates for 1956, leaving the

details for a later meeting. He drew attention to the ro'_evai. docuasnt8 namely,

Official Records, No. 58, containing the Director -General's programme and budget

proposals, Of eial Records No. 60, containing the resolutions adopted by the Executive

Board at its fifteenth session, and Official Records No, 61, the Board's report on its

examination of the proposed programme and budget estimates.

He invited the representative of the Executive Boy ..:d to introduce the discussion

with an account of the Board's examination.

Dr van Zile HYDE, representative of the Executive Board, drew attention to Article

55 of the Constitution of WHO. In accordance with that article, the Director -General

had submitted his proposed programme and budget estimates for 11956 to the Executive

Board in the form requested by the Health Assembly and the Board in a series of

resolutions, In so doing, the Director- General had made the following statement

(Officiai Records No. 58, page xi):
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"I consider it my duty to point out to the Health Assembly that the
Programme of Work for 1956, far from representing even the minimum amount
of assistance WHO should give in order to promote world health, does not
even satisfy the many urgent.needs expressed in the total number of requests
received from various governments. For several reasons - the most important
being that the whole system of the scales of assessment is to be re-
considered by this Assembly - I felt that I had no choice but to adapt a
programme for 1956 to approximately the same budgetary level as was
approved for 1955 by the Seventh World Health Assembly."

The Director -General had then gone on to say that although the proposed budget

was somewhat high there were two counterbalancing factors: firstly, that the

estimates had to cover all local living costs of experts employed on field projects,

amounting to about $260,000; secondly, that provision had to be made for normal

salary increments of about $107,000. Consequently, the actual programme to be

carried out with the funds provided would be smaller than fe:r 1955. The Director -

General had also pointed out that no.provision was included for the continuation of

programmes in which the cost.of technical personnel was at present being reimbursed

by UNICEF.

On the instructions of the Seventh World Health Assembly, the EXecutive Board

had set up a Standing Committee on Administration and Finance to examine the

proposed programme and budget estimates. The Standing Committee had net for seven

working days, beginning on 7 January 1955, i.e, before the session of the Board

itself, and several times during that session, under the Chairmanship of Dr Turbott.

The Chairman of the executive Board had attended the meetings by invitation.

The Board had then reviewed the report prepared by the Standing Committee, and

a combined report had been produced. It had been published as soon as possible after

the session of the Board in a separate volume, Official Records No. 61, so that

governments would have time to examine it before the present Health Assembly. At

the same time, the Board had instructed the Director- General to send to all governments

and make available to all delegates at the Health Assembly the minutes both of its

own discussions and of those of the Standing Committee
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On page 9 of Official Records No. 61 would be seen the Board's comments on the

principle features of the proposed programme and budget estimates. The Board had

noted certain programme trends: a tendency to the replacement of single -purpose field

projects by integrated public health-projects; increased emphasis on environmental

sanitation; a continued emphasis on training and on countrywide and inter - country

malaria control programmes; and, finally, an undesirable drift away from inter -country

towards country programmes.

The chart on page 11 represented the budget proposed for 1956 as compared with

those adopted for 1954 and 1955. It would be seen that the effective working budget

proposed was $9,611,600, compared with $9,500,000 adopted for 1955. The shaded portion

at the top of the right hand column represented the sum that';zould be required to

continue the payment of technical personnel in joint projects with UNICEF. It would

be noted that no major changes were proposed in the relative amounts allocated to

field projects, regional offices, expert committees and other functions. The budget

structure was essentially the same as for previous years.

Specific considerations on the sitxation with regard to the reimbursement of

technical personnel in jointly- assisted UNICEF/WHO programmes would be found in

section 7.1, on page 14,.

The Board had considered the position with regard to Technical Assistance funds

as of January 1955 and had decided that there was no prospect of any increase.

Chapter III, beginning on page 15, presented the results of the detailed examin-

ation of the various parts of the budget. He would not go into that at present, but

would draw attention to certain detailed considerations raised in Chapter IV. The

Board had examined the Director -General's costing procedures, on which much inform-

ation was contained in Appendices 11 to 14 of the volume, and both the working group
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set up for the purpose of that examination and the Board itself had concluded that

the procedures employed were excellent, and that the Director - General had an amazing

amount of detailed information on the financial aspects of all the projects being

carried out throughout the world. He was sure that those delegates to the Assembly

who were experts in matters of finance would be interested in the Board's examination

of that question.

From section 17, however, it world be seen that the Board had decided that at

the regional level projects might perhaps be examined rather more carefully before

they were transmitted to the Director- General.

Section 18 concerned a subject to which he had already alluded, the relation

between country and inter - country programmes. The chart on'page 41 showed a tendency

towards relative diminution of inter - country programmes in most of the regions.

Special attention had been given to the whole question of the publications

programme. The charts on pages 59, 60 and 61 showed the distribution of various

publications. The Board had concluded that developments with regard to distribution

and salas were generally favourable. The question of the Publications Revolving

Fund, dealt with in section 20, was the concern of the Committee on Administration,

Finance and Legal Matters.

From section 21 it would be seen that the Board had made a special examination

of the question whether study groups were necessary in addition to expert committees,

and had concluded that study groups could serve a useful purpose where preliminary

investigations were needed, since they permitted more informal discussions.

With regard to public information, the Board had decided that the attention of

the Health Assembly should be drawn to the need for intensifying activities, and that

the regional committees should also be invited to consider ways of achieving that end.

In the meantime, the Director- General was to study the question.
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Chapter V contained the Board's considerations on the broad financial implications

of the budget estimatest It had noted that the scale of assessment recommended by the

Seventh World Health Assembly would have different financial implications for the

various Member governments. It had noted the tendency for casual income to fall off,

and had raised the, question whether the whole amount available each year should con-

tinue to be used to reduce contributions for that year, or whether part should be

reserved.. The Board had then considered the financial participation of governments in

WHO -assisted projects, on the basis of the figures contained in table 16 on page 69.

More recent information indicated that those figures must be almost doubled. The

Board had also considered the fact that governments were making contributions to other

organizations participating in health work.

To sum up:

The Board had concluded that it would not be prudent to assume any increase in

Technical Assistance Funds in 1956;

The Board had reooWmended that, as a transitional measure, UNICEF be asked to re-

imburse WHO in 1956 for the cost of technical health personnel in projects continued

from previous years;

It had noted a drift in the wrong direction with regard to the relation between

inter- country and country projects;

It had called for an intensification of public information activities;

It had called for a more careful examination of budget proposals at the regional

level, but had decided that procedures for developing the programme and budget at

Headquarters were excellent.

It had decided that the distribution of publications was satisfactory and that

study groups served a useful purpose.
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Finally, he would refer to some of the detailed recommendations of the Board.

The Board had proposed that the five vacant positions at the Tuberculosis Research

Office should not be filled until the Director - General came forward with proposals for

integrating the work of the Office better into the research policy of WHO.

The Board had decided that the provision for a dental health officer and secretary,

as well as for consultants on nutrition, was justified.

It had been proposed that the provision for a conference on food additives should

be maintained, but that the funda should be found through readjustments within the

budget.

Lastly, the Board had proposed the suppression of certain items. These decisions,

which he believed unprecedented, had been taken after careful consideration and ex-

haustive discussion both in the Standing Co :alittee and in the Board. It had also been

proposed that the grant to CIOMS should be reduced by 0,000, and that the Director -

General, in consultation with UNESCO, should reconsider the whole question of relations

with that body, in order to present a report to the Board at its seventeenth session.

In conclusion, Dr van Zile Hyde drew attention to-the statement of the Board in

section 35 of the report that, subject to the, observations and recommendations to

which he had referred, the proposed programme and budget estimates were well conceived

and the cost estimates satisfactory in every respect. The Board had also stated, in

section 31.3, that the proposed programme followed the general programme of work for

a specific period approved by the Seventh World Health Assembly.

Dr EVANG (Norway) observed that so far the Committee had been mainly concerned

with the past. Now it was coning to the constructive part of its work, the approval

of a programme and budget for the coming year. That was the most important task facing

the Health assembly, and the way in which it was carried out would determine whether

or not Member States would be satisfied with the work done.
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He would not add any more compliments to those which the Executive Board had re-

ceived, except to say that progress had been made each year in the clarity of present-

ation of the report on the programme and budget estimates. However, there was one

feature of the presentation of the documents before the Committee which created a unique

situation. He was referring to the fact that the Director -General, with the endorsement

of the Executive Board, had presented the programme and budget estimates in a double

forms one part drawn up in the usual way, and one called a "supplementary programme

with cost estimates ". In Official Records No. 58 the first part was printed on white

paper, and the second - modest in number of pages if not in the requests represented -

on green paper. Those green pages contained about 150 proposals from governments

eager to co- operate with WHO in the promotion of health, and the Healthy sembly was

invited by the Director - General - not by the Board, which had rather jumped aver the

question - to look into those proposals and see which of them were worth including in

the programme adopted.

The Committee had now to decide how to deal with the unexpected situation in the

short time left to it. He drew attention to paragraphs 8,2 and 8.3 on page 14 of

Official Records No. 61. He was sure that other delegates, like himself, on reading

those words had wondered whether the Director - General and the Executive Board had

really presented the programme and budget estimates in accordance with the provisions

of the Financial Regulations. He referred in particular to Financial Regulations 3.4

and 3.6, contained on page 123 of the Handbook of Basic Documents.

It was not the function of the Committee to discuss formalities, or to worry about

the water that had already passed under the bridges. It must face the situation as it

was. The fact was that ane part of the programme had been so thoroughly analysed that

to examine it any further would be like chewing bread for the third time. Regarding the

Aber part of the programme, the Committee did net know the opinion either of the

Director -General or of the Executive Board. No priorities had even been drawn up.
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All that was known - and it was elready significant enough - was that as far as the

Secretariat was concerned the supplementary programme could be carried out without any

additional administrative costs.

The minutes of the discussions of ;lie Executive Board and its Standing Committee

showed that the Board itself had had doubts vahether the presentation of the programme

and budget estimates was really the right one. The impression given by the Board's

report was that its members had been more influenced by the negative forces making for

a reduction in the budget than by the positive and constructive forces which should

have led them, on behalf of the Health Assembly, to present a programme for the pro-

motion of world health. The Board seemed to have forgotten that every- time a proposal

had been made in the Health Assembly to stabilize the Organization's budget, it had been

rejected by a large majority. He felt that the Executive Board would have been per-

forming its duties more satisfaccorily if it had attempted to draw some conclusions

with regard to the proposals contained in the green pages of the document.

That the Executive Board hac .;hared his on doubts was shown by the fact that one

member had proposed at the eighteareh meeting that the following wording should be

introduced into the Board's reports

"The Board, however, is of opinion that additional resources should be made
available in future years to the OrganizatLt: and recommends that the Assembly
give consideration to this matter."

Another member of the Board had suggested the following wording:

"The Board recommends that the Health Assembly request the Director -General
to establish contacts with the Member Govezements to stun,,, ways of increasing the
present level of contribuiel ons to the budget of WHO."

Nothing had come of those aug c= ltions, and the result was what the Committee now had

before it.
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The great difficulty in which the Executive Board had finally found itself was

indicated in section 31.1 of its report, where it said:

"The Board considers that, although the World Health Organization is carrying
out its constitutional functions effectively in the light of the current stage of
its development, those functions should be carried out at a higher level of
activity."

after a prolonged examination, he had been able to find no meaning in that statement,

or rather he had found two contradictory meanings. So) to use an American expression,

the Executive Board had found itself holding a hot potato and had dropped it in the

lap of the Health Assembly. He wondered whether the behaviour of the Seventh World

Health :Assembly had not influenced the Director -General in presenting the strange

document before the committee. It would be remembered that the Health bssembly had

reduced the proposed budget by 6500,000 without indicating where individual cuts were

to be made, thereby placing the Director- General in a difficult situation. Now it

was the Health .Assembly itself that was faced with the problem.

WHO was faced with many new tasks, which had been mentioned by the Director -

General. There was the "new look" in malaria eradication and the question of the

peaceful use of atomic energy, for example. At the same time, the Director -General

had pointed out that the Organization must continue to render assistance in other

fields and could not destroy the balance that had been attained in its programmes.

As public- health workers, accustomed to taking practical decisions in emergencies,

the Committee must face the situation. It must analyse as quickly as possible the

147 projects included in the supplementary programme and decide which of them were

to be adopted. It must therefore appoint without further delay a working party to
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meet and make the necessary examination. Even if it were not possible to include all

the supplementary projects, it should be possible, with the help of the Regional

Directors, to make a judicious selection, remembering that every project included

would help to make some people, somewhere, more healthy and happy, and would strengthen

the position and prestige of the WHO.

Dr SICAULT (Morocco - French Zone) said that he was taking the floor not co much

to congratulate the Director - General and the Executive Board on the clear and helpful

presentation of the documents before the Committee as to enlarge on a few points

respecting the general policy of the Organization which emerged from page 9 of

Official Records No. 61.

In section 5,1 on that page the Executive Board indicated the present trends

in the overall programme of WHO: the strengthening and integration of national

health services; environmental sanitation; professional training; and inter - country

and inter -regional programmes. He h.mself, however, after hearing the discussions

that had taken place in the Health Assembly over the past few years and also during

the past few days, had been struck by the manner in which the ideas of delegates

had been developing so as to transcend merely technical and medical considerations

and embrace the concept of a health policy that included social and economic

elements. He hoped that there would be further evidence of that trend in future

projects.
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To show what he had in mind, he would mention two examples. First, there

was the question of vital statistics. Vital statistics of the highest interest

had been and were being published, but it must be remembered that while vital

statistics influenced health policy, they in turn were influenced by the results

of health policies. The establishment of a working group which could provide

health administrations with general indications of how policy with regard to vital

statistics should be oriented in the various parts of the world would be extremely

valuable and would accord with the trend that he had noted in the thinking of

most delegates.

Secondly, it was regrettable that the problem of housing had been so hastily

excluded from the activities of the Organisation, for housir..j was not merely one

factor of the programme of environmental sanitation, it was what determined above

all the state of health of human beings. As Dr Stamper had remarked during the

recent technical discussions, the mere fact of providing larger windows had some-

times brought about considerable improvements in health. It was therefore

inadmissible that WHO should have no policy on housing. The same applied to town

planning, and also to nutrition.

He had deliberately confined himself to general considerations, reserving the

right to intervene on particular questions later in the discussion.

The CHAIRMAN noted that the delegate of Norway had made a definite proposal,

and suggested that he might submit it in writing.

Dr van Zile HYDy (United States of America) repling to the delegate of

Norway, said that it was quite true that the Executive Board had not examined the
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supplementary programme. Its function had been to confirm the proposed programme

and budget estimates as presented by the Director -General, and that it had done.

The delegate of Norway had suggested that the Executive Board had been influenced

by the Health Assembly; he could only plead guilty to the charge.

Dr EVANG (Norway) answered that even if the Executive Board's interpretation

of its functions was legally correct, which he doubted, it was not in accordance

with the spirit of the rules governing the examination of the programme and budget.

The Director -General had presented what he called a supplementary programme with

cost estimates. It seemed to him that it was merely a question of wording whether

one spoke of cost estimates or budget estimates. He would ;.lso repeat that, as

the minutes of its discussions showed, the Board itself had been in doubt Whether

the procedure followed was right.

Enough time had already been lost; it would be unworthy of the Committee to

waste any more on procedural or legal questions. There was no point in regretting

what had been done. The Committee must get on with the job of picking out from

the green pages those projects that were most worth while.

The DIRECTOR- GENERAL said that he had listened with great attention to the

remarks of the delegate of Norway. It was probably the first time that a Director-

General had ever been criticized for not presenting a larger budget.

If the form in which the estimates had been presented was a little different

from that to which delegates were accustomed, he would remind the Committee that

when at the Seventh World Health Assembly he had proposed a budget higher by

41,800,000 than that for the previous year and had stated that his intention had

been to present a supplementary budget of from 4700,000 to meet some of the requests
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to the value of some 0,000,000 outstanding from Governments, it had been made clear

that the money could not be used for that purpose, and he had received the impression

that there was some doubt with regard to the requests that he had in hand. That .

was why he had presented the supplementary programme contained in the green pages,

to show exactly what the situation was.

It was true that he had been influenced by the Health Assembly, as he was

bound to be. In presenting a supplementary programme, he was not merely "dropping

a hot potato in the lap of the Health Assembly ", as the delegate of Norway had

suggested. When, at the last Health Assembly, he had asked for an increase in

funds representing only a small increase in programmes, he had been granted only

a little over half of it, and at the same time he had not been given any instructions

as to where cuts should be made. If, this time, the Assembly decided to grant more

money, he would have no difficulty in deciding which programmes to include from

the green pages.

Dr HURTADO (Cuba) observed that at the very beginning of the general discussion

a difficulty emerged that was summed up in the words "programme and budget "; the

Committee was concerned on the one hand with the drawing up of plans for the pro-

motion of health, and on the other hand with the cost of those plans. The Director -

General had the function of considering both those questions and then submitting

them for examination by the Executive Board.

In his opinion, the procedure followed with regard to the programme and budget

estimates for 1956 was a remarkable improvement on the procedures followed in the

past, and represented a collaboration between the Director- General and the Executive

Board that had resulted in documents of the highest quality. The Director-General
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had presented his proposed programme and budget estimates; the Executive Board

had studied them with the utmost thoroughness, appointing for that purpose a

committee that had sat for ten days, a much longer period than was at the disposal

of the Health Assembly itself. The result was a joint study: the Director- General's

proposals, and the Executive Board's views on every detail of those proposals, to-

gether with a number of amendments, modifications and limitations, the whole being

extremely easy to analyse and admirably presented.

However, that excellent presentation, on which the Assembly had already con-

gratulated the Director -General and the Executive Board, contained one surprise:

the green pages in which were presented what was called the supplementary programme

and cost estimates. The question had been raised why the Executive Board had not

examined that part of the volume. The answer was that the Director -General had

not included that part in his budget. That had already been clearly explained by

the Director -General and the representative of the Executive Board.

Generally speaking, in theory at least, two types of delegates attended the

Health Assembly: the experts in public health administration, and the experts in

questions of finance. If delegates considered the procedures followed in their own

national administrations, they would realize that there were two points of view

from which a budget should be approach :d. There was the point of view of needs,

which was the concern of the technical experts, and the point of view of resources,

which was the concern of the financial xperts. It might well be that all the

public health administrators present at the Health Assembly would be prepared to

vote all the funds that the financial experts told them were necessary for carrying

out both the regular and the supplementary programme. Unfortunately, however, it

was not the public -health experts who had the final say on the total size of each

national budget or the relative amounts appropriated for different purposes.
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That, he thought, was why the Director -General had added the green pages.

The Director -General knew what the projects contained in those pages would cost;

he also knew that they were excellent projects and that, even if a scale of

priorities could be drawn up among them, they were all worth serious consideration.

But the projects contained in the white pages were equally necessary, and they

were projects already in operation and which the Director -General could on no

account eliminate. The Director -General had therefore been well advised to present

on the one hand a programme consisting of what was already being done and on the

other hand a supplementary programme consisting of aspirations. He saw no reason

why the green pages should not be examined and their contents transferred to the

white pagos, but he did not see how the total number of white pages could be

increased.

To sum up, the Cuban delegation was satisfied with the manner of presentation

adopted, and for its part was prepared to embark immediately on the analysis of

the proposed programme and budget estimates, as contained in Official Records No. 58,

in close conjunction with the Executive Board's considerations, as contained in

Official Records No. 61. As for the proposal of the delegate of Norway, he saw no

objection to it, as long as the financial exigencies to which he had referred were

borne in mind.

The CHAIRMAN said the discussion would be continued at the next meeting.

The meeting rose at 6.05 p.m.


